The kinematic approximation of Dubin's Vehicle has been largely exploited in the formulation of various motion planning methods. In the majority of these methods, planning and control phases are decoupled, and the burden of rejecting disturbances is left to the controller. An alternative to this approach is the use of a feedback motion plan, where for each state there is a specific pre-computed action that will be executed. This planning approach provides the ability to verify all trajectories off-line. The verification can be performed using backward reachability, which provides the set of configurations from which a region is reachable. In this paper, we formulate a verification process that relies on the computation of the backward reachable set using geometric principles. In addition to the theoretical foundation of the method, we provide a numerical implementation of the method and we illustrate a practical example.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, we are witnessing rapid growth in the use of autonomy in both ground and aerial vehicles. Many highlevel challenges relating to the two types of vehicles can be solved with similar solutions. For instance, one of the most crucial tasks, motion planning, can be simplified using the well-known kinematic approximation of Dubin's Vehicle [1] for both ground and aerial vehicles operating at a constant altitude. Various motion planning methods relying on this approximation have been formulated [2] - [5] . In the majority of these methods, planning and control phases are decoupled, and the burden of rejecting disturbances is left to the controller. However, unpredictable events may lead to excessive deviations that should not be managed by the controller alone. In these scenarios, an on-line replan is usually required to find a new appropriate path. In many instances this is perfectly acceptable; however, for applications such as those involving unmanned or autonomous air vehicle systems, planned paths are required to be pre-verified in order to assure compliance with regulations and safety constraints and thus cannot be changed on-line. One solution to this conflict is the use of a feedback motion plan [6] - [9] , where for each state there This research was supported under NASA cooperative agreement number NND13AB04A.
is a specific pre-computed action that will be executed. This planning approach provides the ability to reject disturbances, recover from deviations, and the possibility to verify all trajectories off-line.
A feedback motion plan can be continuous or discrete. While for continuous plans, it is possible to prove properties such as stability using classical theorems, for the discrete case the problem is much harder. For this reason, a common practice to perform verification of discrete plans is to use Monte Carlo simulations [10] . However, the drawback is that this is a probabilistic approach in which a specific trajectory is tested with a certain probability. Instead in this paper, we formulate a verification method based on geometric principles that allow for an exhaustive analysis of the whole 3-D configuration space. This allows several advantages including verification and subsequent approval of a large number of paths simultaneously, the ability to compare different plans, and the possibility to optimize a plan over specific metrics.
The method that we developed to perform this analysis is based on the use of reachability [11] - [15] , which is employed in the verification of hybrid and switched systems. There exist two types of reachability: forward [16] and backward [17] - [19] . Our method combines both backward and forward reachable sets that are obtained exploiting geometric properties. In particular, a time-independent backward propagation of 2-D sets is performed to study the backward reachability of a region of interest.
The paper illustrates the geometric principles underlying the proposed method along with practical implementation. In particular, Section II provides a formal definition of the problem. In Section III, we illustrate how to derive the Cellular Backward Reachability, which provides the set of configurations from which a specific border of a cell is reachable. Instead in Section IV, we illustrate how to compute the forward reachable set for trajectories starting from a border and ending in another border of the same cell. In Section V, we illustrate an iterative method that combines the two abovementioned types of set to perform a global reachability analysis. Finally, in the conclusions, we discuss future developments.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Our objective is to study the backward reachability of a region of interest W * of the workspace W for a discrete 978-1-7281-3885-5/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE feedback plan having the following characteristics:
• The feedback plan is formulated in the workspace W and indicates the direction with which the vehicle must travel. • The workspace is decomposed in a grid having cell size d smaller than the vehicle's minimum turning radius r. • Bang-bang control is used to correct the error between the vehicle's heading θ v and the commanded heading θ c (which is constant in a cell). Therefore, the vehicle can either travel straight with speed v or turn with its minimum turning radius r = v ω (ω is the angular speed). As shown in Fig. 1a , the vehicle turns in the direction of the minimum angular distance. If the initial angle θ 0 is equal to the commanded angle θ c , then the vehicle will just travel straight. Instead, if θ 0 = θ c , the vehicle will first turn and then travel straight once it reaches the commanded heading θ c . Nevertheless, since d < r the vehicle may not converge to the desired angle before leaving the cell. In this last case, the exit angle will be different from θ c and the path consists of a single turn. In summary, three types of paths are possible:
• straight line (S path); • single turn followed by a straight line (CS path); • single turn (C path); where C stands for a circular portion, which can correspond to either a right or left turn. Therefore, the set of possible paths is: {S, R, L, RS, LS}.
Given a region of interest W * , (red cells in Fig. 1b ) and a feedback plan π (blue arrows in Fig. 1b ) the Backward Reachable Set of W * is the set of all the configurations from which W * is reachable. In particular, a configuration q 0 is in the backward reachable set of W * , if starting from q 0 and following the feedback plan π, there exists a time t * in which the vehicle's configuration q * is in the set W × S 1 (i.e. inside the cell occupied by W * ). What stated above can be summarized as follows:
The region of interest W * can be represented with its outer borders as illustrated in Fig. 1b . The generic outer border is l i , while the set of all the outer borders is L = n i=1 l i . We can reformulate the backward reachable set by observing that W * is reachable from q 0 if the trajectory starting from q 0 intersects L. Exploiting this observation, the backward reachable set becomes:
This second formulation allows us to encode W * and C * , which are respectively 2-D and 3-D subspaces, with the union of respectively 1-D sets l i (outer borders) and 2-D regions l i × S 1 (coordinate and heading angles at the borders).
III. CELLULAR BACKWARD REACHABILITY In this section, we describe how to compute the backward reachable set of a border l i in a point p * = (x * , y * ) inside a cell. We start by observing ( Fig. 2a ) that the commanded direction θ c and the quantity θ cp = θ c +π delimit two regions: left turns (LT) and right turns (RT). The vehicle's orientation θ can be either in one of the abovementioned regions or equal to θ c . Consequentially, the control law can be formulated as follows:
In order to establish the direction of the turn, θ must be compared with θ c and θ cp . In our formulation, we assume that angles less than π 2 and greater then − π 2 are compared wrapping them in the interval [−π, π], while angles outside this range are compared wrapping them in the interval [0, 2π].
We illustrate the formulation only for the case of top border backward reachability ( Fig. 2b) , because for other borders we can exploit the same principles.
The backward reachable set B(l top , r, θ c ) (l top means top border) for a point p * = (x * , y * ) is the set of angles from which the top border is reachable. Such a set is continuous and delimited by a minimum and a maximum provided by the two piece-wise functions Θ min (x, y, θ c ) and Θ max (x, y, θ c ) 1 . Our objective in this section is to illustrate the geometric principles that are used to derive the functions Θ min (x, y, θ c ) and Θ max (x, y, θ c ).
From Fig. 2b we can infer that minimum and maximum angles can be found by considering the top border's edges. There are two circles having radius r passing through the point p * and the edge e * . Each circle corresponds to either a left turn or a right turn and the centers of the two circles are obtained as follows:
In our formulation, we use the local reference frame illustrated in Fig. 3a .
With the coordinates x c , y c we can find the initial angles depicted in Fig. 2b . In particular, for left turns we can find the direction from the center (x c l # , y c l # ) (# is the type of edge, which is either L or R) towards the considered point p * and then rotate it counterclockwise of 90 degrees:
For right turns, the rotation must be 90 degrees clockwise:
The set identified by Θ min (x, y, θ c ) and Θ max (x, y, θ c ) must contain only trajectories that are entirely contained in the cell. This requirement implies that in some location the minimum or maximum left/right turn is not given by a circle intersecting an edge. In particular, it might be necessary to find the circle tangential to one of the side borders or the top border. In Fig. 3 , there are examples showing when it is necessary to use the circles tangential to the borders. In those examples, continuous blue lines are tangential turns, while dotted red lines are turns given by circles intersecting the edges.
In order to establish if the trajectory exits from one of the side borders or a point internal to the top border we must test the exit angles. In particular, we have four cases: Fig. 3b ), find right turn tangential to left border; • if θ r R out < 0 ( Fig. 3c ), find right turn tangential to top border; Fig. 3d ), find left turn tangential to right border; • if θ l L out > π ( Fig. 3e ), find left turn tangential to top border;
The circle tangential to a border can be easily obtained by imposing the intersection in the point p * and its distance from the border equal to r. Imposing these two conditions, two circles are obtained; thus, we must make sure to pick the correct solution. For instance in the case of left turn tangential to right border we have:
The functions Θ min (x, y, θ c ) and Θ max (x, y, θ c ) are piecewise and their conditions are obtained by comparing θ * # and θ * # out with either θ c or θ cp . In the following sections, we illustrate how to obtain the two functions making the distinction between the two types of commands: θ c ∈ [0, π] (forward command) and θ c ∈ (π, 2π) (backward command).
A. Top Border Backward Reachable set: Forward Command
In the case of a forward command, the type of curve for minimum and maximum heading angle is determined by comparing θ c with both the initial and exit angles. If θ c > θ l R and θ c ≥ θ l R out , then the minimum is given by a left turn (Figs. 4a and 4b) and it is equal to max(θ cp , θ l R ) (if θ cp > θ l R , θ l R is in the RT region, therefore a left turn cannot start with it). Instead, if θ c < θ r R and θ c ≤ θ r R out , then the minimum is given by a right turn ( Fig. 4c ) and it is equal to θ r R . If none of the abovementioned conditions is true, then the minimum will be given by either an S or a CS path. In this case the minimum is obtained using the geometric construction depicted in Figs. 4d and 4e. The straight line (CS border) intersecting the right edge e R and having equation:
splits the cell in three regions. A point p * can be above the line (A region), on the line (L region), or below the line (B region): 3) y < mx + q (B region) For locations lying on the border, the minimum is θ c and it is given by a straight line. Instead for positions that are in the regions above and below the CS border, the minimum is given by a left and a right CS path, respectively. The exit angle is equal to the commanded heading angle θ c , while the minimum is computed using the circle that is tangential to the CS border and that intersects the point p * . If p * ∈ A, the circle tangential to the CS border corresponds to a left turn. The center of the circle and the corresponding initial angle θ cs l are computed as follows:
where q and m are the ones computed in Eq. (8) . When p * ∈ B, the circle tangential to the CS border corresponds to a right turn. In this case, the equations for the circle and the initial angle θ csr are the same as in Eq. (9) except for q p and the angle θ csr , which are computed as follows:
The formulation for Θ max (x, y, θ c ) is based on the same considerations used for the minimum. In this case, we must deal with the left side of the cell as illustrated in Fig. 5 . If θ c < θ r L and θ c ≤ θ r L out , then the maximum is given by a right turn (Figs. 5a and 5b) and it is equal to min(θ cp , θ r L ) (if θ cp < θ r L , θ r L is in the LT region, therefore a right turn cannot start with it). When θ c > θ l L and θ c ≥ θ l L out , then the maximum is given by a left turn ( Fig. 4c ) and it is equal to θ l L . If none of the above conditions is true, then the maximum is given by either a S or a CS path. In this case we use the equations for the CS border used before with the following differences:
• q = d (the CS border must intersect the left edge e L ); • a circle in region A corresponds to a right turn, while a circle in region B corresponds to a left turn as shown in Figs. 5d and 5e.
In Fig. 6 there is an examples of cellular backward reachable set (for the top border) in the case of forward command.
B. Top Border Backward Reachable set: Backward Command
In this section, we study the backward reachability for θ c ∈ (π, 2π). The first difference with the previous case is that only C paths are admissible. To determine the direction of the minimum and maximum turns we must compare angles with θ cp . Referring to Fig. 7 , we can see that for the definition of the minimum and the maximum we can identify three angle intervals. For the minimum, the first interval is θ cp 1 ≥ θ r R and the minimum is given by a right turn with starting angle θ r R . Instead for the maximum, in the first interval we have θ cp 1 ≥ θ r L and the maximum is θ r L .
In the second interval, the condition for the minimum is θ l R < θ cp 2 < θ r R and the minimum is given by a left turn with starting angle θ cp 2 (a right turn would intersects the right border rather than the top border). While for the maximum we have θ l L < θ cp 2 < θ r L and the maximum is θ cp 2 .
Finally, in the last region the condition for the minimum is θ cp 3 ≤ θ l R and the minimum is θ l R (the angle cannot be smaller, otherwise the circle would intersect the right border); while the condition for the maximum is θ cp 3 ≤ θ l L and the maximum is θ l L .
With backward commands the top border might not be reachable from some locations. This happens when the minimum turning radius is close to the cell size. In particular, if the minimum is associated to a left turn and θ min > θ l L , then such a turn does not lead to the top border. In fact, any left turn with initial angle greater than θ l L exits the cell from the left border. For the maximum there is a similar problem. There is no solution if the maximum is given by a right turn with θ max < θ r R . The complete condition for the existence of a solution is the following:
In Fig. 8a there is an example in which for every point there exists a solution, while Fig. 8b illustrates an example where the top border is not reachable from some locations.
C. Border to Border Backward Reachability
In our method, we propagate sets from one border to another, therefore we use the univariate functions Θ # * min (x, θ c ) and Θ # * max (x, θ c ), where # is the arrival border and * is the starting border. For instance, Θ T Rmin (x, θ c ) and Θ T Rmax (x, θ c ) provide the top border backward reachable set in the right border (x is the coordinate at the border according to the local reference frame in Fig. 3a ) and they are obtained from Θ min (x, y, θ c ) and Θ max (x, y, θ c ) imposing x = d. 
IV. BORDER TO BORDER FORWARD REACHABILITY
In the previous sections, the functions Θ A Bmin (x, θ c ) and Θ A Bmax (x, θ c ) provide the set of all the angles that a trajectory starting from a point of border B can have in order to reach border A. In this case, the arrival position and heading angle are not considered. Instead, in this section, we deal with the opposite problem, which consists in deriving the piece-wise functions Φ A Bmin (x, θ c ) and Φ A Bmax (x, θ c ) that provide minimum and maximum arrival angles in a point of border A for trajectories starting from border B. Therefore, this two functions define the forward reachable set of the border A at the border B.
The process is illustrated for one border because the functions for other borders can be obtained using the same geometric principles. In particular, we illustrate the cases in which the bottom border is the starting border and the top and right borders are the ending borders. The case of left border is dual to the case of the right border, therefore we do not provide a detailed explanation.
In the description, for the top border we distinguish between: θ c ∈ [0, π] (forward command) and θ c ∈ (π, 2π) (backward command), while for the right border we distinguish between θ c ∈ [− π 2 , π 2 ] (right command) and θ c ∈ ( π 2 , 3 2 π) (left command).
A. Bottom Border Forward Reachable Set at Top Border: Forward Command
We are considering the forward reachability for the bottom border; therefore, we must consider turns that start from the edges of the bottom border. The ending point p * is located in the top border. Like the case of backward reachability, Eq. (4) is used to find the circles intersecting the edges and the considered point p * . In this case, with the local reference frame in Fig. 3a , y * is always equal to d, while the edges of the bottom border are e L = (0, 0) and e R = (d, 0). Also for the forward reachable set, only trajectories that are entirely contained in the cell must be considered. In particular, for trajectories starting from the bottom border and ending at the top border there are two cases in which the tangential circle must be computed: θ r L > π 2 (Fig. 9b ) and θ l R < π 2 (Fig. 9c ). For forward commands, we must evaluate the exit angles and there are two possible scenarios: θ r R out < θ l L out and θ r R out ≥ θ l L out
We start considering the first one, which is illustrated in Fig. 10a . We can identify five angle intervals. For the case of commanded heading angle θ c1 ≤ θ r L out , both minimum and maximum are given by a right turn and they are respectively θ r L out and θ r R out . In fact, all the trajectories starting from the bottom border attempt to reach θ c1 , but none of them is able to reach it (the minimum reachable angle is θ r L out ).
In the second interval, the commanded heading angle is θ r L out < θ c2 ≤ θ r R out . For angles in this interval the maximum is still θ r R out , instead the minimum is θ c2 . Therefore, the maximum is given by an R path, while the minimum by an RS path.
In the interval given by the condition θ r R out < θ c3 < θ l L out , neither left nor right turns are possible. In this case, minimum and maximum are exactly θ c3 . Therefore, such a forward configuration is the end configuration for an S or a CS path. In Fig. 10c , the angles θ min and θ max are obtained from the slopes of the straight lines passing through the considered point and respectively left and right edges of the bottom border. Since θ min < θ c3 < θ max , there always exist an S path, a set of RS paths and a set of LS paths. The elements of these sets are obtained by varying the position in which the circle intersects the bottom border.
The fourth and fifth intervals are given by the condition θ l L out < θ c4 < θ l R out and θ c5 ≥ θ l R out . These last two cases are dual to the first two cases. For both ranges, the minimum is given by a left turn and it is θ l L out . Instead the maximum is different for the two cases. In the first one, it is θ c4 and it is given by LS paths, while in the second case it is θ l R out and it corresponds to a left turn.
When θ r R out ≥ θ l L out there are still five intervals as shown in Fig. 10b . For the following four intervals:
the rules derived previously for the angles θ c1 , θ c2 , θ c4 , and θ c5 are still valid. Instead for θ c3 , now we have the condition θ l L out < θ c3 ≤ θ r R out . In this case, we do not have a singleton anymore, instead we have a set having minimum θ l L out given by a left turn and maximum θ c3 given by CS paths.
B. Bottom Border Forward Reachable Set at the Top Border: Backward Command
Here we consider the case θ c ∈ (π, 2π). The first substantial difference between the two cases is that while for forward commands the reachable set evaluated in one point is a continuous set delimited by a minimum and a maximum, for backward commands there are scenarios in which the reachable set splits in two regions. The other difference is that rather than comparing the exit angles with the commanded heading angle θ c , we compare the starting angles with the angle θ cp = θ c + π. Furthermore, S and CS paths cannot exist.
To derive the functions in this case, we make the following distinction: θ l R < θ r L and θ l R ≥ θ r L . We start considering the first one, which is depicted in Fig. 11 , where we can identify five regions.
In the first region, where θ cp 1 ≤ θ l L , θ l L out is the minimum and θ l R out is the maximum.
In the second interval, the condition is θ l R < θ cp 2 ≤ θ l L . In this case, the maximum is still θ l L out , while the minimum is computed using the geometrical construction depicted in Fig. 12a . In particular, we have to find the circle having the following properties: 1) it intersects the top border in the considered point p * ; 2) it is tangential to the straight-line having slope m = tan(θ cp 2 ); 3) it intersects the bottom border in any point. The minimum corresponding to this circle in our local reference frame is computed as follows:
The cases θ cp 5 ≥ θ r R and θ r L < θ cp 4 ≤ θ r R are dual to the previous two. More specifically, in the first one the minimum is θ r R out , while the maximum is θ r L out . Instead, for θ cp 4 in order to compute the maximum we must use the circle that intersects the top border in p * and that is tangential to the straight line with slope m = tan(θ cp 4 ) as shown in Fig. 12b . In this case, using the local reference frame the formula for the maximum is the following:
The last case that we must consider is θ l L < θ cp 3 < θ r L . In this scenario, the forward reachable set for the considered point is an empty set because neither left nor right turns starting from the bottom border can reach the top border in the considered point.
Although we mentioned that for backward commands the forward reachable set can consist of two disjoint sets, we can notice that for the case of θ l R ≤ θ r L we always have a continuous set.
When θ l R > θ r L we can identify again five regions as shown in Fig. 13 . For the cases θ cp 1 , θ cp 2 , θ cp 4 , θ cp 5 the forward reachable set is a continuous set delimited by the same minimum and maximum computed for their homonyms in the case of θ l R ≤ θ r L .
For θ r L < θ cp 3 < θ l R , in general we have two disjoint sets, which are computed using the geometric construction (Fig. 14a ) and the right border (Fig. 14b ).
(a) (b) Fig. 15 : Angle intervals for: θr R out < θ l L out (a) and θr R out ≥ θ l L out (b).
depicted in Fig. 12c . The first set is delimited by maximum and minimum given by left turns, while in the second set minimum and maximum are given by right turns. In the first case, the maximum is θ l R out , while the minimum is given by a left turn having circle tangential to the straight line having slope m = tan(θ cp 3 ). The derivation of the second set is dual. More specifically, in this case the minimum is θ r L out , while the maximum is obtained with a right turn whose circle is tangential to the straight line having slope m = tan(θ cp 3 ).
C. Bottom Border Forward Reachable Set at the Right Border: Right Command
In this section, we consider trajectories that start from the bottom border and end in the right border. We start with the case of right commands, where the boundary of the reachable set is obtained comparing θ c with the exit angles. Using Eq. (4) we can find the circles intersecting the edges e L = (0, 0) and e R = (d, 0) and the considered point p * = (d, y * ).
Also in this case, we must assure that trajectories do not exit from any border before reaching p * . In particular, in two cases we must recompute the turns:
• if a left turn starting from e L has initial angle θ l L ≤ 0,
the circle tangential to the bottom border and intersecting p * must be computed; • left turns starting from the right extremity are always tangential to the right border as shown in Fig. 14b , therefore for every point θ l R out = π 2 . When deriving the angle limits, we must distinguish between the two cases: θ r R out < θ l L out and θ r R out ≥ θ l L out .
The case θ r R out < θ l L out is illustrated in Fig. 15a , where we can identify five intervals for the commanded heading angle. In the first interval the condition is θ c1 ≤ 0. In this case, the minimum is θ r L out , while for the maximum we must compare θ r R with θ cp 1 = θ c1 + π. If θ cp 1 ≥ θ r R , then the minimum is θ r R out , otherwise it is computed using the circle tangential to the straight line having slope m = tan(θ cp 1 ) as illustrated in Fig. 16a . In this case the maximum is computed as follows:
The second interval is the one in which 0 < θ c2 ≤ θ r L out . In this case, minimum and maximum are respectively θ r L out and θ r R out .
In the third interval the commanded heading angle is θ r L out < θ c3 ≤ θ r R out , therefore the maximum is still θ r R out , while the minimum is θ c3 and it is given by RS paths (and an S path if the straight line having slope m = tan(θ c3 ) intersects the bottom border).
In the fourth interval, the forward reachable set in the considered point is a singleton because the condition θ r R out < θ c4 < θ l L out does not allow the existence of right and left turns that can reach the right border. Instead, as shown in Fig. 16b , the considered point p * is reached by an S path and CS paths with final heading equal to θ c4 .
The last case is θ c5 ≥ θ l L out , where the minimum is θ l L out , while the maximum is equal to θ c5 and is given by S and CS paths.
When θ r R out > θ l L out minimum and maximum for the angles θ c1 , θ c2 , θ c3 , and θ c5 depicted in Fig. 15b , are the ones computed for the homonym angles in the case θ r R out ≤ θ l L out . For the fourth interval, since θ l L out < θ c4 < θ r R out , the minimum is θ l L out and the maximum is θ r R out .
D. Bottom Border Forward Reachable Set at the Right Border: Left Command
We now consider the case θ c ∈ ( π 2 , 3 2 π). In this scenario, we must compare the starting angles with θ cp = θ c +π making the distinction between the two cases: θ r L ≥ θ l R and θ r L < θ l R . In the first case, the forward reachable set is either a continuous set or an empty set. In order to compute minimum and maximum we identify four intervals as shown in Fig. 17 . In the first one, since θ cp 1 < θ l L , θ l L out is the minimum and θ l R out is the maximum. When θ l L < θ cp 2 ≤ θ l R , θ l R out is still the maximum, while the minimum is limited by θ cp 2 . In particular, we use the geometric construction shown in Fig. 18a and the minimum is computed as follows:
For θ l R < θ cp 3 < θ r L there is no solution because there not exits a C path that can reach the considered point.
The last case is θ r L ≥ θ cp 4 , for which θ r L out is the minimum, while the maximum is computed using the circle tangential to the straight line having slope m = tan(θ cp 4 ) as shown in Fig. 18b 2 . In this case the maximum is computed with Eq. (14) .
When θ r L < θ l R minimum and maximum for the cases θ cp 1 , and θ cp 4 shown in Fig. 19 are computed as described above for the case θ r L ≥ θ l R .
For θ l L < θ cp 2 < θ r L , the forward reachable set in p * can be either a continuous set or consist of two disjoint sets. In particular, there is always the set with maximum θ l R out and minimum computed with Eq. (15) . The condition for the existence of the second set is y * ≤ y max , with y max computed as follows:
In Fig. 20a there is an example depicting the scenario described above, in which for the point p * there are two disjoint sets and the second one is a set of right turns that start with initial angle θ cp 2 . In Fig. 20b , there is an example of 2-D forward reachable set at the right border, where the horizontal axis is the y position, while the vertical axis is the orientation θ. The upper region of the forward reachable set is given by left turns. Instead in the lower region, the portion on left of the first vertical dashed line corresponds to the case of θ cp 3 of Fig. 19 , while the region between the two lines corresponds to θ cp 2 of Fig. 19 . For this portion of the lower region, the figure illustrates also the trajectories for the extreme points. Also in the case θ r L < θ cp 3 < θ l R we can have two disjoint sets as illustrated in Fig. 18c . In this case, in the first set, the maximum is θ l R out , while the minimum θ min1 is computed with Eq. (15). In the second set, the minimum is θ r L out , while the maximum θ max2 is computed with Eq. (14).
V. GLOBAL BACKWARD REACHABILITY
In the previous sections, we first illustrated how to compute the backward reachable set of a border l i in a generic point. Then we mentioned that fixing one of the coordinates, we obtain the function specific for points lying on a border (different from l i ). Subsequently, we illustrated how to compute the forward reachable set of a border l i in points lying on a border l j with i = j. In this section, we illustrate how to combine the two types of sets to compute the global backward reachable set of a region of interest W * . The strength of this method is that rather than performing a backpropagation of the region in the 3-D space, we expand the borders. The advantages are twofold: reduced computational complexity and reduced spatial complexity. The computational complexity is reduced because rather than discretizing the whole 3-D space and evolving the trajectories, we evolve the boundaries of the cells. The memory usage is also reduced because the reachability of a region is encoded with a set of 2-D maps rather than a 3-D map.
A. Backward Border Mapping
The pivotal mechanism for the computation of the global backward reachable set is the propagation of a region using the intersection of the regions delimited by Θ(x, θ c ) and Φ(x, θ c ).
To illustrate this process we consider the example shown in Fig. 21 , where for the sake of clarity, we illustrate the backward expansion only for one side and only in one direction, therefore the figures shown in the following explanation show "incomplete" sets. Referring to Fig. 21a , we consider the backward expansion of the bottom border of the cell (5,4) 3 downwards across the lower three cells neglecting the expansion through the side borders.
B. Iterative Border Expansion
The propagation of the borders must be computed in every direction. This leads to the presence of many disjoint sets for each border, which we must keep track of during the expansion. As an alternative to the propagation of single borders through the whole map, we can use Algorithm 1.
In this case, for each border, there is a bitmap that indicates which configurations are part of the backward reachable set of the region of interest. In the first iteration, only borders of the region of interest have nonempty sets. For each iteration, the set of a border is propagated to the 6 neighboring borders as shown in Fig. 23b . The algorithm iterates until no new configuration is marked as part of the backward reachable set and it returns a map for each border of the grid-map.
The 3-D reachability map can be computed in real-time by checking if the trajectory starting from the considered configuration (internal to the cell) ends in a cell of the border map marked as part of the backward reachable set. An example of complete backward reachable set is shown in Fig. 23a . The space complexity of the algorithm can be evaluated by assuming that the workspace is discretized with a square grid-map having n cells per side. Neglecting the borders at the margins of the grid-map, the number of tables necessary to characterize the whole workspace is at most 2n(n − 1). Assuming that angle and position on the border are discretized using m cells, the number of bits necessary to represent the backward reachability is m 2 (2n(n − 1)). Instead, the discretization of the whole 3-D global map requires m 3 n 2 bits. For instance with n = 20 and m = 200, the number of required bits in our method is 3.04 · 10 7 , while for a 3-D discretization it is 3.2 · 10 9 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a verification method that is based on the computation of the backward reachable set of a region of interest. The method is formulated specifically for vehicles having a minimum turning radius that is greater than the resolution of the discrete feedback motion plan that they must follow.
The paper illustrates the geometric principles used for the computation of the reachable sets and practical implementation of the method based on an iterative expansion of the borders. Future work will focus on the extension of the method to the case of bounded angular acceleration and the development of a more efficient numerical implementation.
